Repair of some active genes in Cockayne syndrome cells is at the genome overall rate.
Repair of UV (254 nm)-induced DNA damage in cells from patients with the genetic disease Cockayne syndrome (CS; CS3BE, CS2BE) has been examined in several different genomic regions. These regions include those that contain the actively transcribed beta-actin and adenosine deaminase (ADA) genes and the inactive insulin and 754 loci. The beta-actin, ADA and insulin regions are repaired at about the same rate, one which is equal to the genome overall repair rate. The 754 locus is repaired considerably more slowly. The insulin region is repaired at the same rate in both CS and normal cells as is the 754 locus. The only difference from normal is that the active genes, while repaired well, are not preferentially repaired relative to the genome overall. Our results are consistent with the hypothesis that the repair defect in CS is due to an inactive transcription-repair coupling factor (TRCF). However, the results also indicate that factors other than TRCF and active transcription must also promote repair of some regions relative to others in both normal and CS cells.